Abstract. Punctuation is a tool for helping texts recording language. Punctuation marks are both formatted and grammatical, and their normative use is especially important. The author collects non-normative and improper use of punctuation marks encountered in the daily document processing and summarizes three kinds of 16 common punctuation errors.
Use of period in case of a line break in subtitle
Example 2
(1) Completion situation of basic indicators in the first half of the year. In the first half in 2017, the total funding income is 64.05 million Yuan, increasing by 1.38% compared to the same period of last year of 63.175 million Yuan, of which ... ... (wrong) (1) Completion situation of basic indicators in the first half of the year In the first half in 2017, the total funding income is 64.05 million Yuan, increasing by 1.38% compared to the same period of last year of 63.175 million Yuan, of which, (right) Analysis: in case of a line break, the subtitle does not use a period, and in case of use of a period, paragraph break is not required.
Improper use of Arabic numerals when indicating the order

Example 3
1, Design work of botanical garden concept planning, navigation map, runway diagram, VI system has entered the stage of site survey and preliminary design, and is expected to complete all the design content and put into production by the end of July. (wrong)
1. Design work of botanical garden concept planning, navigation map, runway diagram, VI system has entered the stage of site survey and preliminary design, and is expected to complete all the design content and put into production by the end of July. 
Use of comma in parallel clauses
Example 10
Functional departments shall perform their own duties and cooperate with each other during report material finishing work. The department of science and technology is responsible for promoting the scientific and technological innovation; the department of base and conditions construction is responsible for strengthening conditions support; the department of results transformation is responsible for speeding up the transformation; the department of human resources is responsible for talent team building; the office is responsible for improving the political security and improve the management system. (wrong)
Functional departments shall perform their own duties and cooperate with each other during report material finishing work; The department of science and technology is responsible for promoting the scientific and technological innovation; the department of base and conditions construction is responsible for strengthening conditions support; the department of results transformation is responsible for speeding up the transformation; the department of human resources is responsible for talent team building; the office is responsible for improving the political security and improve the management system. (right) Analysis: comma cannot be used for leading or summarizing several parallel clauses separated by semicolons.
Use of semicolon after use of period in the parallel clauses
Example 11
At present, pursuing-A work is promoted in an orderly manner, and has made some new progress. First, the system construction. All kinds of management systems, training manuals, plans and other materials preparation and revision have completed 40%, and are expected to be completed before August; second, the hardware facilities. Botanical garden new gate visitor center and shopping center construction is basically completed, and expected to put into use before October. (wrong) At present, pursuing-A work is promoted in an orderly manner, and has made some new progress. First, the system construction. All kinds of management systems, training manuals, plans and other materials preparation and revision have completed 40%, and are expected to be completed before August. Second, the hardware facilities. Botanical garden new gate visitor center and shopping center construction is basically completed, and expected to put into use before October. (right) Analysis: When the clause or sub-clause listed have used period, the end of each clause cannot use semicolon.
Improper use of punctuation marks at the end of the sentence within brackets
Example 12
In order to improve the level of safety production and work and ensure the safety of scientific research work, it is decided to set up the leading group of safety production (the head of the leading group shall be concurrently appointed by the director, and the deputy head shall be concurrently the leader in charge of the safe production work.), to unify safety production work. (wrong) In order to improve the level of safety production and work and ensure the safety of scientific research work, it is decided to set up the leading group of safety production (the head of the leading group shall be concurrently appointed by the director, and the deputy head shall be concurrently the leader in charge of the safe production work), to unify safety production work. (right) Analysis: question marks, exclamation points, and ellipses can be used when required at the end of the sentence within brackets. In addition to this, punctuation marks are usually used at the end of the sentence within brackets.
Use of pause mark between approximate numbers
Example 13
Three, four meters; six, seventy plants; one, two hundred types; sixteen, seven pieces (wrong) Three or four meters; sixty or seventy plants; one or two hundred types; sixteen or seventeen pieces (right) There is no phonetic pause in the middle of the two numbers representing approximate number, so it is not separated by a pause mark. Example 14  (The figure or table is Analysis: comma can be used in short text description text for the figure or table, but the end of the text cannot be followed by a full stop. Even if sometimes the text is longer, a full stop is used in the preceding paragraph, and still cannot be used at the end of the text.
Use of period at the end of texts for the figure or table
Two kinds of errors at the end of text
Use of reference number after inquiry language in requisite document
Example 15
The above request is proper or not? Please indicate. (wrong) The above request is proper or not, please indicate. (right) Analysis: "proper or not", "should or not", or "can or not" is the commonly used inquiry language in requisite document, question mark is not used at the end, but the comma. Analysis: any punctuation mark cannot be used after the appendix name.
Use of punctuation marks after appendix name
Conclusions
The above common punctuation marks use errors and analysis are expected to provide some inspiration and help for fellows engaging in secretary work and paperwork with the drafting or review of official documents. For details of the use of punctuation marks in official documents are not covered in this paper, please refer to the relevant standards and provisions of currently issued "Regulations for Handling Official Documents of the Party and Government" and the matching "National Standard for Official Documents of the Party and Government" (2012 Edition).
